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1. Introduction
When products, processes and services are introduced for the first time to
their intended use environments, things often go wrong: Software is found to have
unanticipated "bugs"; process machines that worked very well in the development
laboratory promptly fail when first installed in a factory, and so forth [1]. This
paper is devoted to learning more about why some problems can be so hard to spot
before a product or service is deployed in a field environment - and how early use
aids in revealing them.
Our discussion is framed in terms of learning by doing. Beginning with
Wright [2] a number of studies have shown that the unit cost of producing
manufactured goods tends to decline significantly as more are produced. It has
been argued that this effect is the result of the development of increasing skill in
production attained by what Arrow [3] has termed "learning by doing." More
recently, Rosenberg has shown that similar gains can accrue to the end users of a
product as their skill or understanding grows through "learning by using." (For
example, after a given jet engine has been in use for a decade, the cost of
maintenance may have declined to only 30% of the initial level as a result of
learning by using [4].
Although the economic significance of learning by doing and using has
been made clear, the process by which these gains are achieved is still quite
unclear [5]. That is, we do not know the micro-level mechanisms by which
learning by doing is actually done, nor do we know whether or why doing is
essential to such learning. In this paper we explore these matters.
2. A Study of Field Failures
Our explorations begin with a study of field problems encountered in the
early field use of two novel process machines. The machines focused on were a
solder paste profiler and a component placer. Both were developed to automate
manual procedures previously used to attach large surface-mounted integrated
circuits to circuit boards. The automated process begins with the application of a

tiny dot of "solder paste," a form of solder which has the consistency of toothpaste
at room temperature, to each location on a circuit board where an electrical
connection must be made between the board and an attached component. (The
spacing between dots can be as small as 25 thousands of an inch today, and each
dot may be as small as the period at the end of this sentence.) Next is inspection
(or profiling) of the solder paste - and this is where the first machine that we
studied, the "solder paste profiler" plays its role. The machine scans the board
surface with a laser-based vision system and determines whether the location,
amount and configuration of each dot of solder paste applied to the board is as
specified.
If all of the dots of solder paste on a board pass inspection, the board is
passed on to the component placing machine - the second of the two machines that
we studied. This machine is essentially a robot arm coupled with a machine vision
system that picks up integrated circuits (which look like small plastic boxes with
two or more rows of tiny metal legs protruding from the bottom) and places them
on the circuit board at precisely the right locations, with each metal leg of each
component resting exactly on one of the dots of solder paste previously applied to
the board. Finally, when the component placing step has been completed, the
board is passed through an oven that heats the solder paste and converts it into
liquid solder. When the board cools, the solder hardens into solid metal and the
"placed" components have been permanently soldered onto the board.
Both of the machines just described were developed by a major computer
manufacturer for use in its own factories, with the development of each machine
being an independent event. That is, each was designed and built by different
equipment development groups within the computer manufacturing firm, and each
was first applied in a different factory of the firm by different process engineers
and plant-based users. At the time of our study, both machine types had been
installed in several factories. The first solder paste profiler had been placed into
service 18 months before data collection began, and the first component placer 2
years before data collection began.
As was noted earlier, unexpected problems often emerge when novel
products, processes or services are first introduced to the field, and this proved to
be the case for the two machines we studied. Via interviews, we discovered that at
the time of our study users had encountered a total of 27 problems (12 affecting
the profiler and 15 affecting the component placer) that had: (1) been observed
after the machines had been introduced to the field; (2) been considered

sufficiently serious to merit repair; (3) been diagnosed as to cause (although not
always fixed) at the time of the study.
Further exploration showed that 22 of these problems (9 affecting the solder
profiler, and 13 affecting the component placer) were true surprises to both users
and developers - that is, they had only been identified in early field use of the
machines. (An example of such a problem: After the component placing machine
was installed in the field, users noticed that it was unable to pick up parts that had
"tilted" heat sinks on top. This problem was a surprise to developers. They had
not known that such parts existed, and had not designed the machine to handle
them.) In contrast, the remaining 5 problems had been known to users and/or
developers prior to field introduction, but had not yet been resolved for some
reason. (An example of such a problem: The initial specifications for the
component placing machine called for it to be able to handle all boards to be
processed without needing extra setup. As the developers couldn't find a way to
do this during the development time frame, users and developers agreed that this
problem would be resolved after machine introduction.)

3. Problem Discovery via "Interference Finding"
To pursue our interest in the way field use aids in the discovery of
unanticipated problems, we next explored in detail how the 22 unanticipated
problems in our sample had been discovered in the factory. We found, first, that
the problems were invariably first observed by factory personnel, who would
report to the machine developers something like: "The machine stops working (or
fails to perform as we want it to) under X conditions: Fix it!" Consider the
following example drawn from our sample of cases:
Example: Yellow Circuit Board Problem
The component-placing machine uses a small vision system
incorporating a TV camera to locate specific metalized patterns on the
surface of each circuit board being processed. To function, the system must
be able to "see" these metalized patterns clearly against the background
color of the board surface itself.
The vision system developed by the machine development group
functioned properly in the lab when tested with sample boards from the user
plant. However, when it was introduced into the factory, users found that it

sometimes failed, and called this to the attention of the machine developers.
Development engineers came to the field to investigate, and found that the
failures were occurring when boards that were light yellow in color were
being processed.
The fact that boards being processed were sometimes light yellow
was a surprise to the machine developers. While factory personnel knew
that the boards they processed varied in color, they had not volunteered the
information because they did not know that the developers would be
interested. Early in the machine development process, factory personnel
had simply provided samples of boards used in the factory to the machine
development group. And, as it happened, these samples were green in
color. On the basis of the samples, developers had then (implicitly)
assumed that all boards processed in the field were green. It had not
occurred to them to ask users, "how much variation in board color do you
generally experience?" Thus, they had designed the vision system to work
successfully with boards that were green.
The yellow board problem illustrates recognition of an unanticipated
problem as a consequence of "doing" - operating a machine in its actual use
environment. But how does field use aid in problem discovery? The question is
especially interesting because, given the additional complexity of using equipment
in an actual factory environment rather than in a lab, one might expect that the
difficulty of problem discovery would increase, not decrease with field
introduction. In examining the process of problem discovery, we found a form of
learning we call "interference finding" was present in all 22 of our cases of
problem discovery through field use.
Interference finding can be described as a form of pattern recognition. A
pattern is essentially a set of features or characteristics that describes an object (or
event, stimulus, etc.). This bundle of features then may be used as a standard
against which one may compare new objects. Thus, one may wish to focus on the
similarities between patterns in a process called pattern matching. (Systems
designed to recognize objects with known characteristics ranging from
handwriting to military targets often use algorithms based on pattern-matching.)
Or, one may wish to use subtractive pattern-matching to highlight the differences
between two or more patterns. For example, astronomers may compare two star
maps of the same area of sky taken at two different times in order to "subtract"

everything that is the same and highlight only what is changing - rapidly moving
comets for example.
Interference finding is a form of pattern-matching which is sensitive to the
interferences among objects (such as a process machine and a plant environment)
that may have very different features or functions. Alexander [6] describes the
essence of interference finding when he discusses a means for characterizing the
fit between form and context:
"It is common practice in engineering, if we wish to make a metal
face perfectly smooth and level, to fit it against the surface of a standard
steel block, which is level within finer limits than those we are aiming at, by
inking the surface of this standard block and rubbing our metal face against
the inked surface. If our metal face is not quite level, ink marks appear on it
at those points which are higher than the rest. We grind away these high
spots, and try to fit it against the block again. The face is level when it fits
the block perfectly, so that there are no high spots which stand out any
more."
The process of interference finding we observed in our sample of process
machine problems is a more complex version of the process just described. Here,
two very different and highly complex patterns, the new machine and the plant
context, are brought in close juxtaposition during field use - "doing." As a result,
previously unsuspected and often subtle interferences are discovered because they
evoke an obvious symptom - poor machine performance. Thus, in the case of the
yellow board problem described earlier, an obvious symptom (machine failure) led
developers to discover that they had not properly adapted the machine to the color
of circuit boards being processed in the plant.
In problem identification by doing, therefore, we find that the unique
contribution of "doing" to problem discovery in the field environment is precisely
the precipitation of obvious symptoms. These are then traced via diagnosis [7] to
previously unrecognized interferences between machine and use environment.
4. Information Availability and Unanticipated Problems
We next attempted to understand why the 22 problems discovered as a
result of field use had not been anticipated earlier. Since the causes of all of the
problems in our sample had been diagnosed, we were able to approach this task

knowing both the initial symptom and the "cause" of each problem. (Problems can
be understood and solved at many levels. For example, if machine operators find
they must make frequent machine adjustments and find this troublesome, one level
of solution would involve making the adjustment process easier. A solution at a
deeper level would involve reducing or eliminating the need for adjustment. In our
analyses we focused on the level of diagnosis and solution actually selected and
implemented by the problem solvers studied.) We drew on the diagnosis of each
problem to identify the information that would have allowed engineers to resolve
each prior to field use - if only that information had been incorporated into the
machine as originally designed.
We found (table 1) that the information associated with a problem fell into
two major classes with respect to its potential availability to machine developers
during the design process. In 15 cases, the information existed in the use
environment prior to and during the period that the machines were being designed,
and so was potentially available to the machine developers for use in problem
avoidance. In the remaining 7 cases, the information that proved problematic was
only introduced into the use environment after the machine had been designed and
installed in the field.

Table 1:

At the time the machine was designed, what was the availability of
the information which could have been used to avoid an unanticipated
field problem?

Availability of problem-related information

# of problems affecting
Profiler Placer Total

(1) Problem-related information existed in use
environment when machine was designed, but:
- (a) was not known to machine designers.

2

3

5

- (b) was known but not used by designers

5

5

10

(2) Problem-related information was created
after machine was introduced to field by:

- (a) users working directly with machine

14

5

- (b) problem solvers working on other
aspects of the production process

11

2

Totals

9

13

22

Category 1: Problem-identification in stable environments
In cases tabulated under 1(a) in table 1, the information needed to
understand or predict problems did exist in the intended use environment during
the development of the machine. Indeed in each of the instances in this category,
interviewees told us that the information could easily have been provided to the
lab - had the developers thought to ask and/or had users thought to volunteer it.
But, in the actual evolution of events, the relevance of the information was
overlooked until it was made clear by interference finding during use of the
machine in the field. The yellow circuit board case example presented earlier
illustrates this category of problem.
In cases coded under 1(b) in table 1, the information needed to understand
or predict problems was actually present in the machine design lab but, again, its
relevance was not seen until made clear by field failure. This was often
understandable: "having all the information" did not mean that it was easy to
predict the often subtle chain of cause and effect that eventually resulted in an
unanticipated field problem. Consider the following example:
Example: Component Slippage Problem
Just before the component placing machine places components on a
circuit board, little dabs of solder-containing paste are applied to the board one at each spot where an electrical connection is to be made between a
component leg (a wire protruding from the base of the component) and the
board. The machine designers knew about this, but chose to use adhesive

tape instead of solder in their laboratory simulation of the use environment.
(Use of solder would have required setting up the lab to comply with rules
regarding the handling of hazardous materials - a costly matter).
When the component placer was installed in the field, users noticed
that components unexpectedly slipped sideways to an unacceptable degree
when the robot arm was pressing them onto the board. Investigation
showed that the mound-shaped dabs of solder paste were firm enough to
push the component sideways if the legs touched down on their sides
instead of directly on their tops. This effect did not occur in the lab because
the lab had not used solder in its tests.
Category 2: Problem-identification in changing environments
In the second category of table 1, the information that might have allowed
designers to anticipate and forestall a field problem was introduced to the use
environment after field introduction of the machine by problem solvers who were
not machine developers. In most instances (category 2a) these problem solvers
were machine users who, in the course of their field experience with the machine,
decided that they wanted something different from the originally specified
performance. In many of these cases users experimented with changes to the use
environment and/or to the machine itself [8] in order to develop their suggested
improvements. Consider the following example:
Example: Location Adjustment Problem
Each time a new board design was processed by the component
placing machine, operators had to tell the machine where to put each of the
components to be placed on the new board. They did this by entering the X
and Y coordinates of each part location in the machine's computer memory.
In case these coordinates required later adjustment, operators and machine
designers both assumed that the operators would re-enter new X and Y
coordinates.
After the machine was installed in the plant, users discovered that
they had to adjust X and Y coordinates very frequently. They also found
that it was very cumbersome to do this by reentering new coordinates.
Instead, they learned to make the needed adjustments via an obscure "move
it over by X amount" command that was buried several layers down in a
software menu on the machine's control panel. The problem that users then

brought to the attention of machine designers was: The "move it over by X
amount command" is very hard to reach and use. Make a more convenient
one!
In two instances (category 2b), the problem solvers who created field problems
after the machine was introduced were not machine users - they were individuals
working on other aspects of the printed circuit board production process. Consider
the following example:
Example: Solder Mask Problem
Some months after the solder paste profiling machine was introduced
to the field, engineers working on the printed circuit board production
process decided to slightly reduce the thickness of the plastic film (called a
solder mask) which served as the topmost coating of the printed circuit
boards being processed. This was done to solve a problem unrelated to the
profiler - the engineers wanted to improve the uniformity with which solder
flux was being applied to the board. However, as an unanticipated side
effect, the profiling machine's measurements suddenly became unreliable.
When engineers responsible for the profiling machine investigated
the sudden rash of failures, they eventually found that the thinner solder
mask was the cause. The profiler was designed to identify the top surface of
the board to be measured by reflecting a laser beam from that surface.
Introduction of the thinner solder mask resulted in greater amounts of laser
light passing through the film and reflecting off layers of metal located
inside the circuit board. As a consequence, the machine sometimes judged
these lower layers to represent the surface of the solder mask film - which in
turn led to incorrect measurements.
In sum, then, we see from table 1 that some information associated with
field problems existed at the time the machine was developed, while in other cases
the information was created after the introduction of the machine, usually as a
result of user learning associated with using the machine in the field.
5. Does Learning Require Doing?
We have seen that problems are discovered in the course of doing as a result
of interference finding. In order to understand the need for "doing" in this

process, we next apply tests of reason to explore whether it would be possible to
obtain the same learning without actually using process machines in their intended
field environments. Rosenberg and also Habermeier [9] have argued that doing or
using is required because the possible interactions between products and their use
environments are sometimes too complex to be predicted. In what follows, we
offer support for this idea and develop it further. We distinguish between
situations in which problem-related information is available at the start of a
machine (or product or service) design project, and situations in which the
problem-related information is only introduced after the machine is in use.
Learning without doing in stable use environments
As noted above, in many cases the information needed to predict field
problems exists during the design process. Even in these cases, however,
engineers who wish to predict all potential field problems face a difficult task, for
two reasons. First, the use environment and the machine that will interact with it
contain a myriad of highly specific attributes that could potentially interact to
cause field problems. Second, which items among these will actually be
associated with problems is contingent on the solution path taken by the engineer
designing the product. We can illustrate both of these matters via the yellow
circuit board problem described earlier.
With respect to the first point, note that the property of the board at issue in
the yellow board case was problematic in a very narrow and specific way. That is,
the problem with the board was not that it had "physical properties," nor that it had
a color. The problem was precisely that the boards were yellow, and a particular
shade of yellow at that. Since a circuit board - indeed, most components - have
many attributes in addition to color (shape, size, weight, chemical composition,
resonant frequency, dielectric constant, flexibility, etc., etc.) it is likely that
problem solvers seeking to avoid all field failures would have to analyze a very
large (perhaps unfeasibly large) number of potentially problematic items and
interactions to achieve this.
With respect to the second point, note that the problem caused by the yellow
color of the board was contingent on the design solution to the component placing
problem selected by the engineer, and this was only done during the development
process. That is, the color of printed circuit boards in the user factory became
relevant only when engineers, during the course of their development of the
component placer, decided to use a vision system in the component-placing

machine they were designing, and the fact that the boards were yellow only
became relevant when the engineers chose a video camera and lighting that could
not distinguish the metalized patterns on the board against a yellow background.
Since engineers often change the alternatives they are developing during the
course of their development work [10], the relevance of any particular item of
information to potential field problems can also change frequently during the
development process.
Of course, we do not intend to suggest by this litany of difficulties that one
cannot anticipate and avoid a field failure when use environments are stable with
respect to that problem's cause. It simply says that to do so can be complex and
costly. Methods for reducing the likelihood of unanticipated field problems
include simulating the use environment in the lab more completely: If the
simulation is totally complete and accurate, one can cause all unanticipated
failures to occur in the test lab instead of in the field. (This is the approach taken
by airlines which seek to train pilots in simulators that are so accurate that
simulator time is counted as the equivalent of actual flight time.). Also, one can
use fault trees and other analytical procedures to make the search for possible
causes of failure more systematic. Further, one can hire very experienced
engineers who have prior experience with failure modes on existing products, and
so are more likely to anticipate them when designing similar new products [11].
One can also try to incorporate subsystems in one's design which have already
been tested under field conditions. Also, one can lessen the likelihood of failure
by making the solution more robust - less dependent on possible variations in the
use environment and/or more redundant. (The practice of incorporating safety
margins into the design of bridges and buildings is an example of the first
approach; the design of fault-tolerant computers an example of the latter.)
Both the costs and the benefits of identifying potential field failure prior to
use of a new product differ from project to project. Learning by doing is the
default strategy - other approaches are simply attempts to anticipate and prevent
problems that will otherwise make themselves known through interference finding
in the field. Thus, one can expect that designers will invest more or less heavily in
the fault anticipation strategies just listed depending upon the costs and benefits
that they expect. For example, one would expect designers of nuclear power
plants to invest a lot in attempting to anticipate and avoid potential field failures,
and they do [12].

Learning without doing in changing use environments
The problems coded in the second category of Table 1 were created by
changes in machine uses or the use environment that occurred after the machine
was installed in the field. These changes were carried out by users (category 2a)
or others associated with the production process (category 2b) rather than by
machine designers.
The possibility that the use environment might change is a very significant
matter to the designer who is attempting to anticipate and resolve potential field
problems without "doing." When, as in the cases discussed just above, the
designer is the only problem-solver active on a problem, he or she is in the same
position as a scientist or engineer asking a question of "nature." These problem
solvers know that the answer they seek may be complex and hard to puzzle out.
But they also know that it is not being changed as they work due to the actions of
other problems solvers. For example, engineers building the first supersonic plane
did not know all they needed to know about the stresses the airplane would
encounter in supersonic flight. But they knew that nature would remain stable as
they learned more, and that the correct answer would not change half way through
the project. In contrast, a use environment populated by and/or affected by
autonomous problem solvers offers no such assurance. Under such conditions the
use environment and thus the nature of the desirable solution that the designer is
seeking to provide may well change during or after completion of the design
process.
When problems are created by autonomous problem-solvers, designers are
very unlikely to be able to generate the same information by other means, thus
avoiding related field failures and requests for improvement. The autonomous
problem-solvers are both posing hard-to-anticipate problems, and are generating
an unpredictable set of proposed alternative solutions. Some of these may well
involve changes in the machine (or product or service) provided by a particular
manufacturer.
Neither game theorists' models of cooperative games (e.g., Axelrod [13])
nor psychologists' models of "mutual adaptation" [14] offer us much help in
predicting the path or the outcomes of this type of multi-party problem-solving.
Although both developer and user are presumably motivated towards mutual
adaptation (or, at least, the machine developers are motivated to adapt to their
user-customers), the problems that machine users are framing and partially solving

are ill structured. Therefore, the problem-solving path that will be taken by user
problem-solvers cannot be predicted by the designers with certainty.
7. Discussion
The approach we have taken to studying learning by doing involved
conducting grounded research [18] on multiple instances of a single type of
learning by doing event, the identification of an unanticipated problem in a
factory. We identified interference finding as a learning mechanism associated
with this type of event. We also found that problem identified by learning by
doing in our sample were associated with (1) information that existed in the use
environment but was "lost in complexity," (2) information that was newly
introduced to the use environment.
We have observed interference finding only within a very specific context.
Nonetheless, it appears to be quite general, and may therefore be a useful way to
describe the process of learning by doing and using in a range of contexts.
Interference finding may also prove to underlie a significant proportion of the
gains associated with learning by doing. Thus, Mishina [20] analyzed the learning
curves associated with the production of the B-17 airplane, and found that learning
in production is more closely associated with changes to the production process
than with the number of units produced over time. This finding is congruent with
a central role for interference finding in learning by doing, because that
mechanism applies specifically to adapting to novelty in the production process.
Our findings may also allow us to suggest a particular shape for a learning
curve that will be induced by the introduction of a particular change into a use
environment. Most pre-existing interferences between the new machines we
studied and the use environment were flagged within one month of the machines'
installation, while improvements derived from user machine-related learning
followed later. If a significant proportion of the total problems flagged as worth
working on were due to the identification and resolution of existing interferences,
and if these were diligently diagnosed and solved - and they certainly would be if
they caused grossly unacceptable performance - one would then find a relatively
high rate of learning by doing immediately after the introduction of the novel
element, that would drop to a lower level over time. A study by Tyre and
Orlikowski [21] of the rate of adaptation of a particular process machine over time
shows such a pattern. We propose that the type of micro-level understanding of
learning by doing we have pursued in this paper can contribute to a better

understanding of learning curves for entire production processes, since these are
the aggregate of more micro-level changes.
Our discovery that some of the problems in our sample were caused by
changes to the use environment introduced after introduction of the machine has
an additional interesting implication for the innovation process. Stable problems
with stable causes can eventually be gotten right - although, as we have seen,
probably not without learning by doing. Dealing with this type of problem will
involve viewing initial implementation as an extension of the innovation process
[22]. For example, one might shift from product and service development
methods that assume that one can specify a user need and use environment
accurately at the start of a project to methods such as rapid prototyping that
incorporate trial and error in the use environment into the development process.
But problems caused by changes in the use environment after introduction
of the machine - primarily due to user learning by doing - will presumably
continue to arise. This suggests that one can never get it right, and that innovation
may best be seen as a continuous process, with particular embodiments of a
product, process or service simply being arbitrary points along the way.
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